
How to make a “Canary Cape” from an old shirt and co8on offcuts 

For my first cape I used a white school shirt (age 10+) to get a shorter cape. I also knew I was going to 
decorate with some yellow fabrics to give a feathery canary feel. By using a man’s coCon shirt, you 
will get a much longer cape. Look out for yellow shirts in your local charity shop! This is a zero-waste 
paCern, the shirt is used in its enJrety. The cape can be kept plain or decorated how you choose. By 
decoraJng by hand with text or fabric feathers, this gives an opportunity for some quiet reflecJon 
space off the sewing machine for your Cra;er-Thoughts. 

                      

1) Open the 2 side seams and under the arms (you will need to cut through the cuffs) and 
flaCen out to reveal a 2d shirt with front, back, 2 arms with the collar in the centre. 

                     

2) Bring the sleeve back down to the side seam, so that you can measure the distance from the 
boCom of the shirt to where the original underarm would have been. This gives you the 
radius measurement for your quarter circle inserts.  

3) For my quarter circle inserts I re used some napkins. You can also layer up 4 pieces of coCon 
fabric (similar weight to your shirt) or if you have a large enough piece of fabric fold into 
quarters. You need to create a 90-degree angle on your outer edges. 



4) Place the Jp of the tape measure in the corner and starJng at one of the outer edges, start 
marking your measurement + hem allowance (I added 2cm) using a tape measure and some 
tailors chalk or other marker to mark a quarter circle on the top layer of your cloth.  

                       

5) Put in a few pins through the layers and around the centre to prevent movement and cut 
through to give you 4 quarter inserts.  

                    

6) Before sJtching in the inserts, I found it easier to hem my fabric inserts first. Sewing a curved 
hem can be tricky so you might want to leave a raw edge, use some lightweight bias binding 
or a hand sJtched hem. 

7) Decide on how you would like to sJtch in your inserts – using a sewing machine or sJtching 
by hand using a ‘back sJtch’. Also depending on how your insert and shirt is finished you may 
need to zig zag the raw edges before or a^er you have straight sJtched together, to prevent 
fraying and make a longer lasJng item. 



               

8) Once the inserts are aCached your shirt has now been transformed into a cape! If you are 
keeping your cape plain, add some Jes to the collar area if you think your cape needs them. 

             

9) Now for some space for your Cra;er-Thoughts.  

There are many ways you could decorate your cape with words or fabric feathers. I chose to 
parJally decorate as I wanted to retain the original shirJng details. I also chose to use scraps, 
giving a feathery effect. Scraps included offcuts from other projects re using shirts with bits 
of labels, buCons etc showing so that there is an obvious upcycled aestheJc and will be a 
potenJal conversaJon starter when I wear it.  

10) I measured down approx. 20cm from the collar for my first ‘round’ of feathery scraps but use 
your own judgement here to decide your own starJng point. Once the scraps were placed, I 
hand sJtched them into posiJon (re checking with my tape measure the distance from the 



collar) Keep adding further rounds of strips, staggering them as you go to give a feathery 
feel. Finishing by adding a ribbon Je.  

          


